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Fully hydrated stacks of DOPC lipid bilayer membranes generate large diffuse x-ray scattering that corrupts
the Bragg peak intensities that are used in conventional biophysical structural analysis, but the diffuse scatter-
ing actually contains more information. Using an efficient algorithm for fitting extensive regions of diffuse data
to classical smectic liquid crystalline theory we first obtain the compressional modulusB=1013 erg/cm4, which
involves interactions between membranes, and the bending modulusKc=8310−13 erg of the membranes. The
membrane form factorFsqzd is then obtained for most values ofqz up to 0.8 Å−1. The electron density profile
rszd is obtained by fitting models toFsqzd. Constraining the models to conform to other measurements provides
structural quantities such as areaA=72.1±0.5 Å2 per lipid at the interface.
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The ubiquity of membranes in biology and the important
biochemical functions performed therein have motivated
considerable study of their structure. Where do intrinsic and
peripheral proteins reside with respect to the underlying lipid
bilayer and how do the structural parameters of different
lipid bilayers affect the functionality of these proteins? Struc-
tural studies are difficult, even for pure lipid bilayers, be-
cause these are soft condensed matter systems with many
fluctuations that make the structure statistical rather than
crystalline. Nevertheless, conventional structural biophysics
has employed the approach of crystallographic x-ray diffrac-
tion on arrays of membranes. This works well with gel phase
lipid bilayers[1]. However, the biologically relevant thermo-
dynamic phase of lipid bilayers is the fluidLa phase which,
when fully hydrated, does not have enough higher orders of
diffraction for crystallographic analysis. The reason for the
disappearance of the higher orders of diffraction in well hy-
dratedLa phase systems follows from scattering theory of
smectic liquid crystals[2,3] and is not due to a change in the
structure of the membranes[4].

To observe more orders of diffraction the system may be
partially dried, but then the quantitative bilayer structure
changes. This change is quite drastic at 66% relative humid-
ity [5,6]. It is less drastic when the relative humidity remains
above 95%, but then the intensities of the higher diffraction
orders must be corrected for fluctuations[4,6,7]. In either
case the small amount of remaining water is thoroughly
mixed with the headgroups of the lipid and there is little or
no completely free aqueous space to compete for the more
hydrophilic portions of added proteins[5,8].

The approach taken in our current work[9] differs from
the conventional crystallographic approach by focussing on
the diffuse intensity that is scattered throughoutq space
rather than on the integrated intensities in localized diffrac-
tion peaks. This approach has been employed for unoriented
stacks of membranes[10,11]; unoriented stacks have the ad-
vantage, compared to the oriented stacks that are employed
in this study, that the samples are easy to prepare with few
artifacts. However, the intensity of the scattering decreases
more rapidly with higherqz due to the Lorentz factor;
it is also not possible to extract both material moduliKc
and B independently, only the Caillé parameterh

=pkBT/ s2D2ÎBKcd that contains their product[12]. Obtain-
ing bothKc andB is possible using oriented samples as was
shown by Lei et al. [13], but their method required high
intensity of small angle scattering which only occurs for sur-
factant systems with values of bending moduliKc that are
much smaller than for biomembranes. We first showed that
both moduli could be obtained by focussing on diffuse scat-
tering in the rangeqz=0.2–0.6 Å−1 and we reported values
of the moduli for DOPC bilayers[9,14], as well as a prelimi-
nary form factorFsqzd. We have subsequently improved our
numerical analysis and taken more data under better condi-
tions. We now report the electron density profile and the
structural parameters describing the DOPC bilayer that we
obtain from it.

Figure 1 shows a charge-coupled device(CCD) [15] im-
age of the scattering observed from an oriented 10mm thick
film of DOPC lipid bilayers prepared using the rock and roll
method on a flat Si substrate[16]. The flat sample was ro-
tated continuously and uniformly with respect to the beam
from −1° to 8° (qz

max=1.48 Å−1 with wavelength 1.1808 Å)
to ensure collection of data in the entire observableqz range
0–0.8 Å−1 with equal probability. Of course, the intensity
recorded on a single CCD pixel comes from different values
of q; this is taken into account in the analysis by integrating
the theoretical intensity over the appropriate values ofq.

The sample was placed in a specially designed humidity
chamber. It has many of the same features as the Chalk River
sample chamber[17] that was the first x-ray chamber to
achieve full hydration[9]; this again demonstrates that the
now defunct vapor pressure paradox was only an experimen-
tal artifact due to the difficulty of achieving 100 % relative
humidity [18]. The primary data set in this paper has a repeat
spacingD=63.2 Å, which is identical to that of unoriented
dispersions in excess water[19].

Some of the data in the white box in Fig. 1 are shown
quantitatively as a function ofqx in Fig. 2. Isqxd decays more
rapidly whenqz=2ph/D<0.1h Å−1 is near a lamellar order
(integer values ofh) than whenqz is between orders; as was
previously emphasized[9], this is central to being able to
obtain bothKc and B independently. Indeed, the fits to the
data shown in Fig. 2 require the values ofKc andB that are
given in Table I.
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The theory behind the fits in Fig. 2 begins with the well-
known smectic liquid crystal thermodynamic theory from
which one obtains the height-height pair correlation func-
tions that are used in the calculation of the scattering struc-
ture factorSsqd [2] that is one of the factors in the intensity
Isqd=SsqduFsqzdu2/qz of the scattering shown in Fig. 1. Our
calculation ofSsqd is similar to our previous presentation[9].
One change is in the cutoffs for the distance beyond which
correlation functions are ignored. We had previously envi-
sioned that such cutoffs would come from effective domain
sizes, which would be the same in the two in-plane direc-
tions. The cutoffs could also come from the coherence
lengths of the x-rays, so the calculation now allows for three
cutoffsLx,Ly,Lz, which are applied gradually with exponen-
tial distributions. As emphasized previously[9], the values of
the cutoffs are of only secondary importance in fitting the
data in the white box in Fig. 1. OnceKc andB were deter-
mined, fits to data dominated by the strongh=1,2 peaks at
smallerqz helped to determine the cutoff valuesLz=600 Å
andLx=Ly=15 000 Å[20] that we subsequently used. Other
experimental features that were included in the calculation
were geometric broadening due to the finite size of the x-ray
beam, resolution broadening(dqz=0.0003 Å−1 with a Ge
double bounce monochromator anddqx=0.0001 Å−1 with
slits), and mosaic spread 0.1°. The nonlinear least squares
program that fitKc andB to the data required efficient code
to calculate the theoretical correlation functions and then to
implement these many experimental considerations in the
calculation ofSsqd [21].

The theory fits the data very well as a function ofqx for
599 fixed values ofqz, as shown for just fourqz slices in Fig.

2. The primary parameters determined by the fit are the
Caillé parameterh and the in-plane correlation lengthj
=sKc/Bd1/4, from whichKc andB are calculated with results
shown in Table I for the fully hydrated sample withD
=63.2 Å, and also for the same sample that was subsequently
partially dried to smallerD=58.3 Å. Uncertainties of 10%
for Kc and 30% forB were estimated by fitting the data to
different regions than the white box in Fig. 1 and by consid-
ering different values of the cutoff parameters. The values of
Kc in Table I are about 10% larger than the values we previ-
ously reported[9]. It is encouraging thatKc is the same for
both data sets becauseKc should be a material parameter for
just a single bilayer. The partially dried sample only requires
an osmotic pressure of 1 atm and this is predicted to increase
the bilayer thickness by less than 0.1%[6] using data for
lateral compressibilityKA [22]. In contrast, even though our
estimated uncertainty forB is larger, Table I shows that it
increases dramatically as would be expected because the in-

FIG. 1. Gray scale CCD image of fully hydrated DOPC bilayers
with background scattering subtracted. The attenuated beam is vis-
ible atqz=0. The white box shows the purely nonspecular scattering
data that are analyzed to obtain the material parametersKc andB;
these data are uncontaminated by specular reflectivity visible along
the meridian.

FIG. 2. Normalized scattering intensityI vs qx are shown as data
points for a few values ofqz with vertical offsets of 0.2 for succes-
sive qz. The solid lines show the fits to the data that give the best
values for the parameters shown in Table I and for the overall scal-
ing factors that yield the bilayer form factorsuFsqzdu. The residuals
to the fit (see Ref.[21]) are essentially random.

TABLE I. Results for the material parameters of DOPC atT
=30 °C for twoD spacings.

D sÅd h j Kc s10−13 ergd B s1012 erg/cm4d

63.2 0.057 52.8 8.0 10.3

58.3 0.027 34.5 8.5 60.1
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terlamellar interactions are stronger when the water space
between bilayers is smaller.

The other factors for the diffuse scattering intensityIsqd
are the square of the bilayer form factoruFsqzdu2 and the
Lorentz factorqz

−1. The scaling factors in the fit in Fig. 2
therefore give the form factor shown in Fig. 3. Conventional
diffraction methods giveuFsqh=2ph/Ddu for a few values of
h for a considerably smaller range ofqz with hydrated fluid
samples, and the ±1 phase factors are not as obvious as they
are in Fig. 3. However, for lowerqz the relatively small
amount of diffuse scattering compared to the very strong
first- and second-order peaks makesuFsqzdu unreliable in the
gap regions in Fig. 3 and the data between the first two peaks
is relatively noisy, so a straightforward Fourier inversion to
obtain the electron density profilerszd is not directly pos-
sible. Fortunately,Fs0d is well determined to be very close to
zero from volume measurements[19] and the relation[23]
Fs0d=2snL−VLrWd /A, where the electron density of water is
rW=0.333e/Å3 and, per DOPC molecule,nL=434 electrons
and VL=1303 Å3 and the interfacial areaA=72.1 Å2 is de-
rived subsequently.

We obtained the electron density profiles shown in Fig. 4
by fitting the data in Fig. 3 to an analytic model[23] that is
built from a known constant water electron densityrW be-
tween bilayers joined by a smooth bridging function in the
headgroup region to an unknown constant electron density
for the hydrocarbon region. The hydrocarbon region is modi-
fied by addition of a negative Gaussian to represent the lower
electron density of the terminal methyls on each hydrocarbon
chain. Each headgroup is represented by two positive Gaus-
sians, one for the most electron dense phosphate group and a
smaller one for the less dense carbonyl groups that connect
the hydrocarbon chains to the glycerol backbone. The rela-
tive sizes of the headgroup Gaussians were constrained to
1.76 based on simulations[24] and the ratio of terminal me-
thyl volumes to methylene volumes to 1.9 based on simula-
tions [24] and volumetric data[6]. The volume of the head-
groupVH was constrained toVH=319 Å3 from fully solvated
phosphatidylcholine gel phases[6]. Changing these con-

strained values to other values within their uncertainties or
relaxing each of the constraints in turn resulted in little
change in the electron density profile shown in Fig. 4 or in
the fit toFsqd in Fig. 3 [21]. Simultaneous fits touFsqzdu from
both samples reported in Table I gave comparable agreement.
The fit confirms that the lowqz form factor data nearqz
=0.15 Å−1 are the least reliable. This contrasts with conven-
tional crystallography methodology which is less reliable for
higher orders and that therefore gives poorer spatial resolu-
tion for smaller regions like the headgroup region.

The most valuable quantity obtained from the electron
density profile is the separationDHH of its maxima. This
single quantity allows one to bootstrap[25] from the well
determined gel phase[1] to determine other valuable quan-
tities [6] such as the interfacial areaA, the locationDC of the
Gibbs dividing surface for the hydrocarbon region, the num-
ber of watersnW per lipid molecule in the stack, the Luzzati
bilayer thicknessDB [26], the steric thicknessDB8, and the
corresponding thicknesses of the water layersDW=D−DB
andDW8 =D−DB8. Values of these quantities are given in Table
II and DC andDB8 are shown in Fig. 4.

This method promises to revolutionize the study of mem-
brane structure. The key is that systems with thermodynamic
disorder that naturally occurs in the most biologically rel-
evant fully hydrated samples contain much more information
in thermal diffuse scattering than in the traditional Bragg
peaks. This paper shows that the theory required to extract
this information is adequate and that suitable data can be
obtained at synchrotrons. A by-product is that the material
parametersKc andB are also obtained. The values ofB will
be especially important for analyzing the fundamental inter-

FIG. 3. Results for the bilayer form factoruFsqzdu selectrons/Å2d
obtained from fitting the off-specular diffuse scattering data with
the fluctuation parameters given in Table I.

FIG. 4. Electron density profilesrszd selectrons/Å3d along thez
direction perpendicular to DOPC bilayers at 30 °C. The bilayer is
symmetric with center atz=0; a full water region is shown and the
beginning of a second bilayer atz=40 Å.

TABLE II. Values of structural parameters for DOPC bilayers at
30 °C with units in appropriate powers of angstrom and 1% esti-
mated errors.

A nW DHH DC8 DB DB

72.1 32.5 37.1 13.6 45.2 36.1
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actions between bilayers[12,26] with the aid of Monte Carlo
simulations[27].
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